
ExComm Minutes for Jan 31, 2007
Beginning Time: 6:35pm
End Time: 7:40pm
Present:  Lauren, Gahl, Josh, Jessica, Sierra, Erin, Gus, Adrian, Nilagia, Elizabeth, Hassan.

Gahl:  I made a sign-up sheet for people who want to volunteer to make PSAs.
Nilagia:  It would be a good idea to make a sign-up sheet to get more people involved
volunteering in your dept.

Nilagia:  At the staff meeting, talk about your positions to get people who are interested in
ExComm next year ready early.

Nilagia:  Alumni Reunion- Do a panel Friday afternoon?
Elizabeth:  We can make it a special event so that alumni have things to do such as bring their
own music to play or have us play archival music.
Sierra:  We could start outreach now and have a dinner for alumni, especially those involved in
media now to talk to KCSB.

Gahl:  Co-Sponsor Katrina Relief Fundraiser event at Biko  on Feb 24?  We could use KCSB
Djs.
Sierra:  Motion to Co-Sponser Katrina Fundraiser:
9 (all) in favor.  Motion passes.

Gahl:  Making smaller, lamenated posters  and table tents in dining commons to promote KCSB?
Elizabeth:  We could also have people design buttons at the staff meeting for promotion.
Gus:  A design-your-own-button contest?
Lauren:  KJUC should come to meeting and make buttons too.

Erin:  KCSB getting involved with shows at Muddy Waters.  Making PSAs and they will feature
our banner, put out schedules, stickers, etc.

Gus:  Hip hop show:  Pay for it at Casa de la Raza?  $1200 to use space.
Nilagia:  Zion I line-up would be $5000
Josh:  We could put it on at Giovanni’s.
Gus:  Get other organizations involved like NORML, MCC, etc.

Hassan:  Nexus website link to KCSB?  It would be an exchange, we would link them too.
Lauren:  Due to the circumstances with the Nexus, we could table the issue for another week or
so and wait for changes.

Nilagia:  We need to research electronic playlist possibilities.

Sierra:  I sent out an email with different options for KCSB bottle opener key chains.  49 cents
per key chain for the best ones, with different colors.
Lauren:  We should look into magnets too, or notepads, water bottles?  Etc.
Gus:  Let’s get a sample key chain, so we can vote on later




